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Book Description
Demons. We all have them. They take various forms and affect us in different
ways. Some are obvious like drugs and alcohol. Loneliness and depression and
self-doubt are not so apparent if that is all you’ve known until college.
In Holmes on the Range, Dan Holmes, Esquire wakes up one morning and
realizes he is living his childhood dream. Wife, children, houses, cars, jewelry
and cash flow from his legal practice are his. What he doesn’t realize is that the
demons that haunted him when he was growing up did not disappear as his
career blossomed.
Then life threw Dan a typical business-oriented speed-bump that he handled by
building it into a mountain he could never scale. Those long silent core
emotions led him, with eyes wide open, to risk his profession, his marriage, his
community standing and his soul to keep things going. Lie built upon lie, larger
thefts compounded smaller ones--time was purchased with ever bigger crimes
against the community he served while he ignored his family life. Just live long
enough for one more economic upturn and a few good deals to come along-everything will be fine. Or win the lottery. FBI agents came calling first.
After pleading guilty, ex-attorney Dan Holmes entered the federal prison
system for a ninety-six month stay not knowing if he could survive in a world
he had seen only in the media. Penal rehabilitation turns out to be a life lived
with four hundred other minimum security types in an open campus where any
inmate can walk off the property. Accountants, lawyers, physicians, drug
dealers, stock brokers, priests, the mentally retarded, the mentally ill, odd
pranksters, clever scammers, and people more resembling barking dogs than
human beings are all around him. The staff people are there in prison too, and
everyone has mostly nothing to do, and a lot of time to do it in. Middle school
without teachers--a way wicked wild world so few get to know close up.
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